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» A linear lighting element from Modular L.I. 

» In collaboration with Dirk Wynants 
 

 

  

  

What’s in a name? Como Corner: created on the banks of Lake Como, 

and designed to breathe life into a room from its corners. It is a linear 

lighting element that astounds with its simple inventiveness, as its name 

suggests. The leading light behind Como Corner is renowned designer 

Dirk Wynants from outdoor furniture brand Extremis and design studio 

DWDW. Join us in taking a peek at his first design for Modular Lighting 

Instruments. 

 

Como Corner, price starts from €240 

Obvious beauty 
For Dirk, there can be no design without first solving an underlying problem. He freely admits 

to taking an old-school approach, only designing something once presented with a practical 

challenge. And his design process for Como Corner was no different. Whilst renovating a villa 

beside Italy’s Lake Como, Wynants literally collided with the limitations of the low ceiling on 

the ground floor. With a height of just 2.2 metres, it was impossible to affix atmospheric 
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lighting to the ceiling. So he sat down at his drawing board and came up with a solution 

which – as we’ve come to expect from Wynants – is as beautiful as it is logical: linear LED 

lighting concealed behind a corner profile. This is the Como Corner. 
 

 

Como Corner, price starts from €240 

Every angle of the Como Corner 
The Como Corner comprises a visible profile at a 45% angle, with a frame behind it housing 

all the technology, the wiring, and of course the lighting. The profile is available in2 finishes: 

a sleek, straight profile; and a gently curving version which is a contemporary nod to the 

classic decorative frame. The principle behind the designs is always the same: the profile 

screens the frame and the lighting, provides an attractive transition between the wall and 

the ceiling (or in an upright position between one wall and another), and casts a pleasant, 

indirect light onto the wall and the ceiling. 

This indirect reflection of the light delivers an exceptionally comfortable experience, ideal not 

only for office spaces, but also for hospitality and residential applications. Thanks to the 

brightness of up to 1000 lumen per strip light, 4 different dimming models (non-dimmable, 1-

10 V, DALI dim and Casambi) and a choice of 3 colour temperatures (2700, 3000 and 4000 K), 

as well as its applications for general lighting, Como Corner is also the perfect partner when 

it comes to mood lighting. For example, it can be mounted horizontally in the middle of a 

straight wall instead of in a corner, thus creating an idiosyncratic panelling effect. 

Como Corner comes in a white powder coating finish as standard, but for a monochrome, 

dramatic, and yet understated look, it can be painted in the same colour as the wall or 
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ceiling. Como Corner’s fully customisable format, which means it can be run across the entire 

length of a wall for an optimal result, only serves to enhance its appeal. 
 

 

Como Corner and designer Dirk Wynants 

 

 

More questions? Get in touch with marketing@supermodular.com  
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